Mandala

This art project is inspired by the artwork Rose by Kenneth Noland in the Anderson Collection. He is most famous for his concentric circle paintings where he highlighted color. This project aims to emulate this artist’s ideas with materials from home.

List of Supplies: paper, pencil, coloring implements, ruler, protractor or different sized cups

1: Make a point at the center of your paper.

2: Using the protractor or different size cups make circles from the center. If you don't have a protractor, you can use three different size cups.
3: Divide your circles into equal parts.

4: In each quarter section ring draw repeating patterns such as circles, lines, teardrops and triangles.
5: Continue making the pattern around each ring.

6: Color in the pattern you have created.

Tip: Share your artwork on social media with #MuseumFromHome and tag us with @anderson.collection.stanford